FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Universal Lighting Technologies Expands LED Retrofit Options
 Linear Retrofit Assembly Upgrades 4-foot & 8-foot Strip Fixtures

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (Sept. 6, 2016) – Universal Lighting Technologies, Inc., a global leader in lighting and member of the Panasonic Group, will expand its current EVERLINE LED Retrofit Kit family with the LED Linear Retrofit Assembly option for indoor and covered outdoor strip fixture applications.

The Linear Retrofit Assembly (LRA) will be universally compatible with a variety of fluorescent strip fixtures on the market and requires no redesign or revised layout to retrofit a standard 4” wide 4-foot or 8-foot fluorescent strip fixture to LED.

“Panasonic is committed to developing LED retrofit products for nearly every application,” said Product Manager, Stephanie Boyle. “Universal’s LRA embodies that goal as we have now developed a high performance LED solution that installs in damp locations like parking garages, unconditioned stairwells, and under canopies. Not only does the LRA provide the energy efficiency of LED, it’s also a great option to refresh the look of an older fixture. Its lensed modules are mounted to painted steel panels so end users have the look of a new strip fixture while contractors benefit from the labor cost savings of retrofitting instead of replacing an existing unit.”

The LED Retrofit Assembly includes (1) or (2) EVERLINE LED lensed modules pre-mounted, (1) LED EVERLINE driver (0-10V dimming) pre-mounted, (1) or (2) 4’ strip fixture panels, plus installation instructions.

The Linear Retrofit Assembly's diffuser provides broad and even light distribution and the LED system efficacies exceed 100 lumens per watt.

The Linear Retrofit Assembly is UL Classified (suitable for dry or damp locations), is DesignLights Consortium (DLC) listed, and has a seven-year warranty.

For a list of DesignLights Consortium QPL listed products please visit www.designlights.org/qpl/en/saved/UBU24XJ. For more information about Universal
Lighting Technologies’ EVERLINE LED Linear Retrofit Assembly, please visit www.unvlt.com.

About Panasonic Lighting Americas, Inc.
Panasonic Lighting Americas, Inc., a subsidiary of the Panasonic Group, operates Universal Lighting Technologies, Inc. and Douglas Lighting Controls, two market leaders in the industry. Universal Lighting Technologies, based in Nashville, Tennessee, engineers LED solutions for commercial lighting applications as well as LED, linear fluorescent, compact fluorescent, HID, and eHID components. Douglas Lighting Controls, based in Vancouver, British Columbia, develops innovative controls systems and works to engineer end-to-end energy-efficient, easy-to-install digital lighting-control solutions for commercial buildings, campuses and sports complexes throughout North America. Together, Douglas and Universal, provide customers with the most advanced lighting controls and LED components available today.
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